2013 SET TO BRING YET MORE CHANGES IN REGULATION FOR
DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION PLANS
Minister for Social Protection Joan Burton announced this week that she will change the rules
governing the distribution of funds when a defined benefit pension plan is wound up "...to make them
fairer..". The statement was made in the Dáil on Tuesday evening as she was introducing the Social
Welfare Bill.
Her statement follows much criticism of the current regime - particularly given the precarious
condition of many pension schemes and the crippling cost of securing current pensions on annuity
prices linked to the ever-declining yield on AAA sovereign bonds. Current legislation provides priority
to existing pensioners on wind-up over benefits paid to other members (i.e. current and former
employees) meaning that those who have yet to retire bear the brunt of any under funding.
The Minister has previously contemplated amending the law but the proposals she announced in
2010 were deferred to facilitate a comprehensive review of the regulatory impact of the proposed
change and a technical report of the options was subsequently commissioned. This report is
expected by the Minister shortly. In the meantime we have seen the emergence of a consensus
amongst a number of interested parties - including the Society of Actuaries in Ireland, the Irish
Association of Pension Funds, ICTU and IBEC and the Minister acknowledges having "been struck
by the consensus among certain pension stakeholders on the need for change". The core principles
put forward by this group are broadly that:(a) risk should be shared between all members; and
(b) a core level of pension ought to be protected as a first priority (so potentially a minimum monetary
level as may be specified in legislation);
(c) for pensions above the minimum level, trustees should be given flexibility to avail of settlement
options other than annuities – so potential for options similar in nature to an Approved Retirement
Fund (ARF).
The latter point could have relevance to all pension schemes - including those without any intent to
wind-up - since, if effected, it could potentially result in a modest but welcome relaxation of the
Minimum Funding Standard. It is logical that any changes to the priority order on wind-up would be
reflected in the Minimum Funding Standard regime.
That said we must not get too far ahead of ourselves! The distribution of assets on the wind-up of a
defined benefit pension scheme is undoubtedly a politically sensitive matter, which policy-makers
have shied away from in the past. On the other hand, if implemented, any new law could be a very
welcome game changer for distressed plans particularly where insolvent wind-up is the only option.
Also, depending on the extent of any change, this type of reform could also serve to act as a useful

pressure release for continuing schemes.
The Minister's timetable envisages that, if agreed by Cabinet, she will introduce changes in the
Social Welfare Act in the first half of next year. In practical terms that is likely to mean a Bill no earlier
than May, leaving very little time to consider any new law ahead of the Pension Board's deadline of
30th June 2013 by which stage trustees must file their proposals for dealing with scheme deficits. In
similar circumstances, where significant new regulation was anticipated, the Pensions Board has
previously opted to defer its deadlines so it will be interesting to see what announcement it may
choose to make in the New Year.
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